Picture 1 Do I use the card-reader or keyhole? Which way do I slide my card? What do the lights mean when I slide the card?

Picture 2 What are the slots on the right for? Do they correspond to the labels on the left? Why aren't they labeled in any way?

Picture 3 In the event of a fire, why is the extinguisher put way over in a hard-to-reach corner where no fire is likely (glass and brick)?
Picture 4 It's a thermostat, but without a lot of information on the display. If I was going to adjust anything, where would I start?

Picture 5 The large sensor detects motion and keeps the handicapped-door open, but why are there no labels? A person might approach and wonder what to do with the sensor (will the door open if I simply walk by?)

Picture 6 On the left, what is this thing and how do I turn it on? On the right, why are the navigational buttons mixed-in with the content (going back or starting over)?
Picture 7 Do I need to swipe my card to use the elevator?

Picture 8 A lot of choices here: swipe a card, use a key, use the key and handle at the same time?
What are these outlets for? Is A for room 1311A? They look like they go with the TV's to the left, but there's 6 screens and only 2 outlets (with several options). How does everything match up?

There are a lot of plain gray wall boxes in Siebel Center. How do you distinguish quickly between the fire extinguisher and the electric (and other boxes) when you're in an emergency?